
COMMONTY.

Observed on the Bench; The declaring ommons belonging to the 'King 4ag
royal burghs indivisible, did not infer they fell vader the rule, and would have
been divisible, if not excepted; and consequently the act extended to commons
belonging to others, which were only so in respect of servitudes affecting the
property; for-they might.be mentioned for greater caution, though they did
not fall under the rule; besides, the Kiog might have common property with
others, and would have on the forfeiture of an estate in such circumstances, an4
royal burghs actually had.

Tax LoRDS found, that without prejudice to the property of the several her.
tors, the surface of the muirs in question might be divided betwixt the paries
according to their several interests in that surface.

Act. R. Craigie. Alt. Zodabrt. -Clerk, Cibson.
Fol. Dic. v. 3. p. 137. D. Faloner, v. z. No 251. p. 36,

* See This case from Kilkerran, p. z2g. Vors SiturITCns.

1748. *une -6. 6HARP of TIoddam, against CARLItE f Lmekilns.

IN the division of the commonty of Rutherford, the LORDS found, that Mt
thew Sharp of Hoddam bad a right of common property therein, as pertinent
to the lands of Hoddamstanes, Trailtrow, and Bowhill.

Pleaded in,,a reclaiming bill for John Carlile of limekilns, another heritor,
That these lAnds had right of pasturage upon another commonty, over which
,the other tenements, to which the common was pertinent, had no right, and
therefore were not entitled to an equal share with them, effeiring to their valued
rent, as their possession had not been so extensive over this muir, while they
also pastured on the other.

Answered, The valued rent is by law the rule of division in common propdrtyj
-as was found.-in the division of the common of Hartouhill, between the Duke
of Douglas ane.others, No 9. p. 2474. where the soums pastured had not been
propprtioned to the valued rent, which was disregarded; and, in cases like the
present, the possession may be proportional, by the tenements which have right
on the other common, keeping a larger stock of cattle.

TgE*LoaDS found, that Hoddam was entitled to a share in the division, effeir-
ing to his valued rent.

For Limekilns, Lochart. Alt. R. Craigie. Clerk, fustice.
Fol. Die. v. 3. p. 138. D. Falconer, v. I. NO 239.p f 35Z.

No io.
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